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Life.Q: openGL texture not appearing I'm trying to render an

openGL texture with this fragment shader, but it doesn't
appear to be working. I've been messing around with it for a

while, but I still can't figure out the problem. Could you please
tell me what I'm doing wrong? The texture itself is being
loaded into the program in the same way as it's being

rendered, so I'm not sure if the texture is the problem. I'm
trying to render a map in tiles, so texture loading works fine,
but when I set the texture using glTexCoord2f(0.0f, 0.0f), the
map still is rendering using the default texture. Shader code:
texture tImage; float textureCoords[] = { 0.0f, 0.0f, 1.0f, 0.0f,

1.0f, 1.0f, 0.0f, 1.0f
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"../Eigen/Core" using namespace Eigen; int main() { VectorXf
a(10), b(20); Transform t(a); Transform t2(b);
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